Haddon Township High School
Course Overview Template
Subject Area: World Languages
Course Name: Latin II
Summary: A continuation of Latin I with special emphasis on advanced grammar and word study. Students will read short Latin
selections and expand their knowledge of Roman history and culture.
Unit Title
Translating Latin to
English

Student Learning Target
Students will…
Rewrite a Latin
sentence in
accurate English
Provide the
English
equivalent for a
given Latin word

Standards
7.1 World Languages All
students will be able to
use a world language in
addition to English to
engage in meaningful
conversation, to
understand and
interpret spoken and
written language, and to
present information,
concepts, and ideas,
while also gaining an
understanding of the
perspectives of other
cultures. Through
language study, they
will make connections
with other content
areas, compare the
language and culture
studied with their own,

Resources

Assessment
Quizzes
Tests
Written
Translations
Oral drill
exercises
Written drill
exercises
Group
translations

VERBALS, FORMS,
TENSES, AND USES

Students will…
Learn to write
verb synopses
for a given Latin
word
Provide the
English
equivalent for a
given Latin word
Rewrite an
English sentence
in accurate Latin
and a Latin
sentence in
accurate English

Adjectives/Adverbs

Students will…
Compare
adjectives and
adverbs
Provide the
English
equivalent for a

and participate in home
and global communities.
7.1 World Languages All
students will be able to
use a world language in
addition to English to
engage in meaningful
conversation, to
understand and
interpret spoken and
written language, and to
present information,
concepts, and ideas,
while also gaining an
understanding of the
perspectives of other
cultures. Through
language study, they
will make connections
with other content
areas, compare the
language and culture
studied with their own,
and participate in home
and global communities.
7.1 World Languages All
students will be able to
use a world language in
addition to English to
engage in meaningful
conversation, to
understand and

Quizzes
Tests
Written
Translations
Oral drill
exercises
Written drill
exercises
Group
translations

Quizzes
Tests
Written
Translations
Oral drill
exercises
Written drill

given Latin word
Rewrite an
English sentence
in accurate Latin
and a Latin
sentence in
accurate English

Jason

Students will…
Translate the
story “Jason”
Analyze the
grammar
Discuss the
mnythology

interpret spoken and
written language, and to
present information,
concepts, and ideas,
while also gaining an
understanding of the
perspectives of other
cultures. Through
language study, they
will make connections
with other content
areas, compare the
language and culture
studied with their own,
and participate in home
and global communities.
7.1 World Languages All
students will be able to
use a world language in
addition to English to
engage in meaningful
conversation, to
understand and
interpret spoken and
written language, and to
present information,
concepts, and ideas,
while also gaining an
understanding of the
perspectives of other
cultures. Through
language study, they

exercises
Group
translations

Story: “Jason”

Quizzes
Tests
Written
Translations
Oral drill
exercises
Written drill
exercises
Group
translations

will make connections
with other content
areas, compare the
language and culture
studied with their own,
and participate in home
and global communities.
Hercules

Students will…
Translate the
story “Hercules”
Analyze the
grammar
Discuss the
mythology

7.1 World Languages All
students will be able to
use a world language in
addition to English to
engage in meaningful
conversation, to
understand and
interpret spoken and
written language, and to
present information,
concepts, and ideas,
while also gaining an
understanding of the
perspectives of other
cultures. Through
language study, they
will make connections
with other content
areas, compare the
language and culture
studied with their own,
and participate in home
and global communities.

Story: “Hercules”

Quizzes
Tests
Written
Translations
Oral drill
exercises
Written drill
exercises
Group
translations

First-fifth declension
review

Students will…
Provide the
English equivalent
for a given Latin
word
Rewrite an English
sentence in
accurate Latin and
a Latin sentence in
accurate English

7.1 World Languages All
students will be able to
use a world language in
addition to English to
engage in meaningful
conversation, to
understand and
interpret spoken and
written language, and to
present information,
concepts, and ideas,
while also gaining an
understanding of the
perspectives of other
cultures. Through
language study, they
will make connections
with other content
areas, compare the
language and culture
studied with their own,
and participate in home
and global communities.

Pliny

Students will…

7.1 World Languages All

Quizzes
Tests
Written
Translations
Oral drill
exercises
Written drill
exercises
Group
translations

Story: Pliny

Quizzes

Translate the story
“Pliny”
Analyze the
grammar
Discuss the history

Subjunctive verb forms

Students will…
Learn how to write
verb synopses for
a given Latin word
Provide the
English equivalent
for a given Latin
word
Rewrite an English
sentence in

students will be able to
use a world language in
addition to English to
engage in meaningful
conversation, to
understand and
interpret spoken and
written language, and to
present information,
concepts, and ideas,
while also gaining an
understanding of the
perspectives of other
cultures. Through
language study, they
will make connections
with other content
areas, compare the
language and culture
studied with their own,
and participate in home
and global communities.
7.1 World Languages All
students will be able to
use a world language in
addition to English to
engage in meaningful
conversation, to
understand and
interpret spoken and
written language, and to
present information,

Tests
Written
Translations
Oral drill
exercises
Written drill
exercises
Group
translations

Quizzes
Tests
Written
Translations
Oral drill
exercises
Written drill
exercises
Group
translations

accurate Latin and
a Latin sentence in
accurate English

Indicative Active and
Passive Verb review

Students will…
Write verb
synopses for a
given Latin word
Provide the
English equivalent
for a given Latin
word
Rewrite an English
sentence in
accurate Latin and
a Latin sentence in
accurate English

concepts, and ideas,
while also gaining an
understanding of the
perspectives of other
cultures. Through
language study, they
will make connections
with other content
areas, compare the
language and culture
studied with their own,
and participate in home
and global communities.
7.1 World Languages All
students will be able to
use a world language in
addition to English to
engage in meaningful
conversation, to
understand and
interpret spoken and
written language, and to
present information,
concepts, and ideas,
while also gaining an
understanding of the
perspectives of other
cultures. Through
language study, they
will make connections
with other content
areas, compare the

Quizzes
Tests
Written
Translations
Oral drill
exercises
Written drill
exercises
Group
translations
homework

language and culture
studied with their own,
and participate in home
and global communities.

